
Comparative and Absolute 
Advantage pt. 2

By: Carter Greene



Kickoff
❖ Pick up a handout on the way in and 

complete it INDIVIDUALLY for your KO
➢ Front and back

❖ Roll Call: Speed up time, stop time, or go 
back in time?



Announcements:
❖ 9/16- Unit 1 Test

➢ 30-40 MC Questions
➢ No FRQ

❖ Knight Time next week
❖ Rough night for the Panthers
❖ Have a great weekend



Attacking Absolute 
and Comparative 

Advantage 
Questions



Step 1: Make a table with the given information
A professor hires two aides, assigning them the tasks of 
reading student papers and of typing lecture notes on a 
computer. One of the aides, Ben, can read 1 page of a 
student paper per minute or type 50 words of lecture notes 
per minute, and the other aide, Ann, can read 3 pages of a 
student paper per minute or type 60 words of lecture notes 
per minute.

Pages Read Words Typed

Ben

Ann
1

3

50

 60



Step 2: Make a table of Opportunity Cost
Pages Read Words Typed

Ben 1 50

Ann 3 60

OC of each page 
read

OC of each word 
typed

Ben

Ann

50 words typed 1/50 a page read

1/20 a page read 20 words typed



Step 3: Circle Absolute and Comparative Advantages
Pages Read Words Typed

Ben 1 50

Ann 3 60

OC of each page 
read

OC of each word 
typed

Ben 50 words typed 1/50 a page read

Ann 20 words typed 1/20 a page read 



Step 5: Who should specialize in each?

❖ Ben should specialize in:
➢ Typing lecture notes → he has a comp. adv.

❖ Ann should specialize in:
➢ Reading student papers → she has a comp. 

adv.

OC of each page 
read

OC of each word 
typed

Ben 50 words typed 1/50 a page read

Ann 20 words typed 1/20 a page read 



Comparative Advantage worksheet (1 partner)
❖ When you are done and have checked it do this on the 

back:
❖ Pick 2 countries
❖ Choose two agricultural products they each produce
❖ Find ABOUT how much of each product they each produce per 

year
❖ Make a chart displaying this information
❖ Make a chart showing the OC of each
❖ Tell me who has the absolute and comparative advantages 

for each product
❖ Write one paragraph detailing how these two countries 

should trade.



AP CENTRAL Pre-Test
myap.collegeboard.org



Closure



Helpful Hints:


